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very first frost in our neck of the woods, I'm working on starting to make my seasonal recipes a bit more gluten-free (dried cranberries are a gluten free item, right?) and gluten free bread is just one of those things that I have to do. I made these muffins for my children, and I had a blast because I got to eat them too! I've got to tell you I was hesitant to try to make
these muffins gluten free, but I was pleasantly surprised at the results. The first batch didn't look like much and I knew it was going to take some time to get to the taste I wanted them to have. After a few tries, I think I've hit the right texture and taste! *I got this idea from Sloppy Jane's Recipe #16. I didn't follow the recipe exactly for the gluten-free flour blend.
I simply just used gluten-free flour, and it still tasted the same as the regular muffins I would make. I cut the sugar in half, and had to add a bit more xanthan gum to keep them soft. I added pumpkin seeds to the batter, and they were so delicious, my children loved them! I baked them in two batches, and it's so much easier to just have the oven on warm instead

of having to keep an eye on them
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